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PRO-BONO WORK: NEED OF THE HOUR 

  

From the very outset of the independent nation and the constitution, laws were made keeping 

in mind the welfare of the citizens. The preamble itself mentions economic, social and 

political justice. One of the most approached mediums for getting justice is knocking the 

doors of the court. Everyone approaches the court to get their grievances redressed. The 

contention that arises is that well-off people have resources and can hire a good lawyer but a 

person having no adequate resourcesor a person who lost everything in a natural calamity or 

an insane person or a child who cannot hire a lawyer,will they not approach the court? This 

thought was addressed and there are provisions regarding the same. Like –  

 

1. Art 39A of the Indian Constitution states that:- The State shall secure that the 

operation of the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of equal opportunity, and 

shall, in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable legislation or schemes or in any 

other way, to ensure that opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any 

citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities. 1 

2. The power of interpretation allowed the judiciary to include ‘Right to Free Legal Aid’ 

under Article 21.2 

3. Also, Article 14 providing equality before law. This equality is also provided in 

procedural aspects too, if not then it is a breach of fundamental right.  

 

An accused being unrepresented in the court proceedings is totally in violation of his 

fundamental rights.3 Not only the constitution, Section 304 of The Code of Criminal 

Procedure,1973 also mentions that legal aid must be provided at the expense of the state.4 

 

Under the light of Article 39A, the Legal Services Authority Act, 1987 (LSA) was brought 

into force to provide a proper set of laws for the establishment of the authorities that would 

deal exclusively with rendering free legal assistance to the persons eligible under the act 

under Section 12.5 Along the lines of LSA, in 1995 the National Legal Service Authority 

(NALSA) was introduced. But when these theories are practiced in real life, the quality of 

                                                           
1The Indian Constitution, Article 39A, Equal Justice and Free Legal Aid. 
2Khatri V. State ofBihar,(1981) 1 SCC 635. 
3Sukh Das V. Union Territory ofArunachal Pradesh,1986 AIR 991, 1986 SCR (1) 590. 
4The Code ofCriminal Procedure, 1973, Section 304, Legal Aid to Accused atState Expense in Certain Cases. 
5The Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 , Section 12, Criteria for Giving Legal Services. 
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legal aid meant to be provided to the poor is poor. Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative 

(CHRI) had come out with a report stating that there are 61,593-panel lawyers in the country, 

which translates to just one legal aid lawyer per 18,609 population or five legal aid lawyers 

per 1,00,000 population. The report also stated that 22.6% of the beneficiaries responded that 

they won’t opt for free legal aid services for the second time. The study also found that 60% 

of women, who were aware of the free legal aid services, chose to opt for the private legal 

practitioner because they could have better control over their lawyer. 6 

 

Another reason for poor quality is poor pay. As highlighted by the study, ‘Hope Behind Bars’ 

by the CHRI, found that there are 70,000 legal aid lawyers in India but the per capita 

spending on legal aid was just Rs. 0.75, one of the lowest in the world. In contrast, the per 

capita spending in Australia is $23 and in Argentina $17.7 Poor pay translates to less 

motivation to devote energy in work which leads to poor performance which further leads to 

disappointment from the client who is already helpless and cannot question the procedure and 

the lawyer representing him/her. The helpless seeking justice ends up being prejudiced. Poor 

pay has caused a barrier to attract more competent lawyers and subsequently, justice seems to 

dwindle in the air and become a long-lost thought.  

 

Apart from taking steps to improve the current conditions of free legal aid provided, what the 

country demands is pro-bono work from more advocates and their offices. Just as a 

corporation has a mandatory corporate social responsibility to fulfill, the advocates and their 

offices must have a responsibility to work towards its citizens and ensure quality 

representation. Not only if a law is made and implemented with sanctions that a person or an 

office will work towards society. The stakeholders in this profession should not wait for a 

specific law to be introduced after which they would start representing and allot their energy 

and resources to the needy. The lack of pro-bono lawyering adds to the skepticism of the 

Indian people regarding the judiciary. The judiciary treats the plight of poor and rich equally 

                                                           
6Soibam Rocky Singh, Most See Free Legal Aid As A Last-Ditch Option: ReportBy Prof. Jeet Singh Mann Of 

National LawUniversity, Delhi (NLUD), The Hindu, Published On July01, 2019 

Https://Www.Thehindu.Com/News/Cities/Delhi/Most-See-Free-Legal-Aid-As-Last-Ditch-Option-

Report/Article28237300.Ece 
7Dhrubo Jyoti, Quality and Accountability Twin Problems inIndia’s Legal Aid Scheme: Report, 

Hindustan Times, New Delhi, September 10, 2018, Https://Www.Hindustantimes.Com/India-News/Quality-

And-Accountability-Twin-Problems-In-India-S-Legal-Aid-Scheme-Report/Story-

M5aifkemwxbsjaywyt6g9o.Html 

 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/most-see-free-legal-aid-as-last-ditch-option-report/article28237300.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/most-see-free-legal-aid-as-last-ditch-option-report/article28237300.ece
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/quality-and-accountability-twin-problems-in-india-s-legal-aid-scheme-report/story-M5aIfKeMwxbsjaYwYt6g9O.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/quality-and-accountability-twin-problems-in-india-s-legal-aid-scheme-report/story-M5aIfKeMwxbsjaYwYt6g9O.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/quality-and-accountability-twin-problems-in-india-s-legal-aid-scheme-report/story-M5aIfKeMwxbsjaYwYt6g9O.html
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so the agents of the judiciary the lawyers too should work with equity representing those who 

do not possess the resources to get the high-profile lawyers. 

 

Alms given to a beggar may get him a one-time meal but getting justice delivered to the 

same unfortunate by representing him will allow him to earn his meal. It becomes a 

question of ideals when a lawyer dismisses pro bono as an unproductive and futile effort 

because it won't get him money. Charity, when done, is out of sympathy but when a lawyer 

does charity and not works pro bono it is an act of hypocrisy. The privilege to become a 

lawyer is justified only when we work on a cause close to heart and make the society a better 

place. Working on pro-bono cases is much more than the responsibility and duty that a person 

has towards the profession and the client. It is empathy that the world is lacking and so is the 

case with India and pro bono. From the law schools itself, the seed is sowed that lawyers 

work to earn well. The concept from the basic needs a change. The willingness, the intention 

and the noble ideals to go and work for the public good needs to be developed. Pro bono is a 

blessing in disguise for any new lawyer. Even though the fee is not the rewarding component 

of a case undertaken, it is the learning and the experience which adds to a lawyer’s existing 

skills. Working pro bono gives the young lawyer a real picture of not just the Indian judicial 

system but also of the citizens and what do they expect from the country’s legal framework. 

It widens the reach of law and leads to the professional development of the individual with a 

morale boost that they are doing something good for society. 

 

The morality of a man not as a lawyer but a human being should compel him to represent the 

unfortunate. Even the bar council states pro-bono work as an obligation on lawyers, but it is a 

moral obligation and we are living in an era where morality has no role. Unless it is backed 

by sanctions no lawyer develops this morality. Unlike in New York, where to enter the bar, it 

is mandatory to have 50 hours of pro-bono service.8 This makes every law aspirant devote 

and work pro-bono and as a result, in New York, even the free aid provided is of top-notch 

credibility as a person must qualify only if he/she works under an attorney, judge, or law 

school faculty or instructor.9 India lacks here. With more than half the population of the 

prisoners being under-represented, the need for pro-bono work is urged. Adding to the 

underrepresentation of the prisoners is the stigma attached to it. Before the trial occurs, the 

                                                           
8New York State Bar Pro Requirement, Https://Www.Law.Nyu.Edu/Publicinterestlawcenter/Forstudents/Nys-

Bar-Pro-Bono-Requirement 
9New York State Bar Pro Requirement, Https://Www.Law.Nyu.Edu/Publicinterestlawcenter/Forstudents/Nys-

Bar-Pro-Bono-Requirement 

https://www.law.nyu.edu/publicinterestlawcenter/forstudents/nys-bar-pro-bono-requirement
https://www.law.nyu.edu/publicinterestlawcenter/forstudents/nys-bar-pro-bono-requirement
https://www.law.nyu.edu/publicinterestlawcenter/forstudents/nys-bar-pro-bono-requirement
https://www.law.nyu.edu/publicinterestlawcenter/forstudents/nys-bar-pro-bono-requirement
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convict is judged as guilty by the society and then the lawyer appointed also works 

halfheartedly. The family of the convict relies on the lawyer and has more faith in him than 

on god and considers him to be no less than god. But how does it holdwhen the incompetence 

leads to a death penalty or life imprisonment or imprisonment for years, years which he/she 

didn’t deserve to be behind the bars but outside it?  

 

Everyone has a right to legal aid. Even Afzal Guru who was sentenced to death had a right to 

defend himself. But he was deprived of even a semblance of his right to effective legal aid. 

Afzal, with no training in the law, had no option but to cross-examine 80 prosecution 

witnesses all by himself and withstand the onslaught of a phalanx of the best lawyers the 

government had lined up against him, all of whom were determined to prove him as one of 

the masterminds of the terror attack. This is because the two legal-aid lawyers appointed to 

defend him, not only left him to fend for himself but, during the trial, argued against him in 

court.10 Justice lost here.  

 

The words of Justice P.N. Bhagwati, “Article 39A emphasizes that free legal service is an 

inalienable element of 'reasonable, fair and just' procedure; for without it a person suffering 

from economic or other disabilities would be deprived of the opportunity for securing justice. 

The right to free legal services is, therefore, clearly an essential ingredient of 'reasonable, fair 

and just’ procedure for a person accused of an offence and it must be held implicit in the 

guarantee of Article 21” 11lost its impact, its significance and its virtue.  

 

According to the World Bank Report, India is ranked 163rd out of 190 countries in enforcing 

contracts which include the quality of the judicial process.12 Lack of judges and lack of 

lawyers are the issues that are widely discussed but one other important cause is pending 

cases because of inefficient lawyers. In 91% of delayed cases, it was lawyers who sought 

more time as compared to a much lower 36% in cases that were disposed of in time. The 

analysis of counsel-side and court-side delays concludes that 82% of all delays could be 

                                                           
10INDIRA JAI SINGH, ADVOCATE SUPREME COURT,  13 December: A Reader. 
11Hussainara Khatoon &Ors V. State of Bihar, 1979 AIR 1369. 
12Press Information Bureau, Government Of India, Ministry Of Commerce &Industry, India Improves Rank By 

23 Positions In Ease Of Doing Business, India At 77 Rank In World Bank’s Doing Business Report,31-October 

2018, Https://Pib.Gov.In/Newsite/Printrelease.Aspx?Relid=184513 

https://www.amazon.in/13-December-Reader-Strange-Parliament/dp/014310182X
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=184513
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attributed to lawyers and not the judges per se.13 We need practiced and reputed and 

competent lawyers to devote some of their time to pro-bono along with their daily work. If 

1.2 million lawyers in the country decide to take even a single case, then the issue of delaying 

case hearing due to lack of quality representation can be solved.  

 

The issue of payment should not become a cause of hindrance. The lawyer helps in 

addressing the public issues and helping the helpless people with the best though the case 

may be decided in their favor or not, the thought that the lawyer gave the best in front of the 

judge ensures the confidence of the people in the judiciary and the advocates of the country. 

Lawyers being social scientists can do wonders for society. Following the steps of great 

personalities like Harish Salve, M.C.Mehta, Ram Jethmalani, many law firms, advocates and 

NGOs are taking interests and taking pro-bono work in their hands which further motivates 

their interns to continue their steps and also take part in pro bono process. The number of 

committed lawyers and organizations is proportionately very less in the number of cases 

pending and being registered. The recent judgment in Indira Jaisingh v. Supreme Court of 

India 14 needs to be applauded where pro-bono lawyering has become a prerequisite for 

lawyers to become senior advocates. Incentives like these promote lawyers to take pro-bono 

work. Even if such work is taken for individual elevation, the medium is pro bono and the 

end is that people who cannot afford lawyers are getting competent, effective and efficient 

lawyers who would not only represent them in court but also do their best as they also want to 

be elevated. On the same lines, the department of justice is also making pro bono work 

mandatory for an advocate to become a judge.  

 

In India the scope of pro bono is wide, and the opportunity is even more but the will to work 

for free for a client without any payment is where the person takes a step back. The right to 

free legal aid sounds good on paper, but in reality the advocate, at many times fails to do 

justice to the client and the case because of ineffectiveness and because of which many 

people who cannot afford lawyers also look up to lawyers they can hire but refuse to get 

themselves represented by the advocate allotted. To get this stigma diffused, the country is 

calling for law firms, competent lawyers and others to promote and participate in this process 

                                                           
13Pending Case In Judiciary: 82% Of Delays Due To Lawyers, Much Less The Judges, Says Study, The 

Financial Express, April 3, 2017, Https://Www.Financialexpress.Com/India-News/Pending-Case-In-Judiciary-

82-Of-Delays-Due-To-Lawyers-Much-Less-The-Judges-Says-Study/612552/ 
14Indira Jaisingh V. Supreme Court Of India, (2017) 9 SCC 766. 

 

https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/pending-case-in-judiciary-82-of-delays-due-to-lawyers-much-less-the-judges-says-study/612552/
https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/pending-case-in-judiciary-82-of-delays-due-to-lawyers-much-less-the-judges-says-study/612552/
http://www.scconline.com/DocumentLink/1N1zKiJy
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by taking pro bono cases and utilizing the education gained and hard work undertaken for the 

society of which they are a part of. Even if half the advocates in the country start taking pro 

bono lawyering along with their regular cases, the country’s motto of providing social justice 

would be achieved. Pro bono is the need of the hour. The justice system calls it. As it is 

rightly said by Janet Reno, “I think lawyers who engage in pro bono service to protect those 

who cannot help themselves are truly the heroes and the heroines of the legal profession.” 
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